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SUMMARY

A two-process model of pattern discrimination was

developed to describe how tonal sequences are processed, stored,
and discriminated by the human auditory system. In this model,

the comparison of auditory stimuli involves processing in two

separate concurrent modes, with the mode contributing the least

variance having the dominant effect on performance. In the

'sensory trace' mode, the subject compares a trace of the
auditory sensation to the corresponding trace of a subsequent
stimulus. The trace is assumed to decay with time, but be
independent of the number of possible stimuli. In the 'context
coding' mode, stimuli are discriminated by comparing encoded
representations, each representation consisting of a comparison
between the given stimulus and the overall context of other
stimuli heard. The quality of the encoded representation is
assumed to depend on the size of the auditory context.

This model was applied to tasks in which a subject compared
two sequences of tones and Judged whether the frequency patterns
were the same or different. Three aspects of the sequences were
manipulated: (a) the temporal variability of the sequences, (b)
the correlation between the temporal envelopes of each pair of
sequences presented on a trial, and (3) the time Interval between

the two sequences. In the 'correlated' condition, the two
sequences on a trial had Identical temporal patterns, while in
the 'uncorrelated' condition, all sequence temporal patterns were
generated independently. In order to study the properties of the

trace mechanism, various temporal and spectral transformations
were made to the second sequence of each pair.

Performance In the correlated condition was independent of
temporal variability, but dropped with increases In the time
interval between sequences. Performance in the uncorrelated
condition decreased with increased temporal variability, and was
independent of the length of the inter-sequence-interval. These

results support the assumptions of the trace/context theory; good
fits were obtained between data from human observers and the

predictions of the two-process model. Further, performance in the
correlated condition was remarkably insensitive to certain types

of transformations made to the second sequence, suggesting that
(a) sensory traces can be generated for separate aspects of a
sensory stimulus, or (b) traces can be temporally transformed or
"scaled" for comparison with other stimuli.

An analysis of the underlying pattern discrimination
mechanism was done by evaluating two computational models of
sequence comparison: a weighted average algorithm and an optimal 0
sequence matching algorithm. The overall pattern of performance C
for both models was similar to that of the human subjects, but
trial-by-trial correlations between the human and algorithm
responses was low, suggesting that neither algorithm provided an
accurate description of the human's discrimination mechanism.

Some general assumptions of the signal detection model were ' ,"i J
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evaluated in experiments with auditory tonal sequences and visual
displays generated by similar statistical rules. These
assumptions concern the manner in which the observer processes
information from individual elements of the auditory 6equernce or
visual array. The experimental results were consistent with
expectations: (1) In sequential auditory displays, the first
arriving (primacy) and last arriving (recency) elements are
emphasized; (2) with visual displays the fixated region is
emphasized, the effective size of the region depending on the
element coding and format.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

A "bIfmple" b.ound, u(:h a..* s, o rl1-i pu ce t,- ine, C.:;7 be m,,d e
into a "complex" sound by concatenat Ig the "simple" 3oundi Into
sequences. Our goal is to understand how such to tl patterns
are processed by the human auditory system. First, we extend an
existing model of auditory signal discrimination to the complex
sequence discrimination task. Se.cond, we test some specific
comparison algorithms which may form the basic, tor the sequence
pattern comparison operation. Third, we extend the general
discrimination model to the ra-;e where linear transformations in
duration have been applied to the tonal patterns, and we clarify
some special properties of auditory trace memory. Finally, we
summarize an applications of the detection theory model to the
analysis of multiple elementt auditory and visual displays.

1.1 The Basic Experimental Paradigm

Many investigators have ioied that varyinq the parameters of
a tonal sequence can have a ,ait:t, effect- on perI -ormance Inl a
discrimination or detection ta;k. For example, Watson and his
colleagues have reported a number of studies iii which a subject
had to detect small differences between toncal :;equence; whose
parameters varied across the experimental trials. This type of
trial-by-trial variation produced large chang,.!s in the subjeht's
ability to detect small chang': in thl t. rqucrcy, dor-1tion, or
intensity of one component of the tonal sequence (Watson, Kelly
and Wroton, 1976; Spiegel, and Watson, 1981; and Leek and Watson,
1984). Watson (1987) pointed out that these effects can be much
larger than those obtained from single tone (21FC) discrimination
tasks in which the tone parameters vary over trials.

We reported similar effects in an experiment which tested
the discrimination of temporal )itter Ini tonial '-euences (Sorkin,
Boggs and Brady, 1982). Subjects in that experiment were
presented with a pair of tone s equences compo.);-d of high and low
frequency tone bursts. The : ubJect's5 ta..sk was, to discriminate
differences in the temporal enve lopes of the two sequences arid
Ignore differences In the frequency pattern of the sequences. We
were interested Iln how temporal discriminatlon depended orn the
pattern of tone frequencies. When the frequency patterns were
fixed over trials, performance was quite good, and was described
well by a simple model of temporal discrimination. When the
frequency pattern for each sequence was varied randomly over
trials, but fixed for the pair of sequences within a trial,
performance was poor. When the binary pattern was random both
across and within trials, performance was even worse.

The present experiments continue our examination of the
effects of spectral and temporal variation on sequence
discrimination. In the current experiment,., the subject must
discriminate dlfferences between the freq.uecy patterns, of two
tonal sequences and Ignore differences In the temporal envelopes
of the sequences. We were interested in the effect of variations
in the temporal envelope of the sequences on tht. subject'.-



ability to dlscr lininate dlf ferunt patternii. of tone frequency.

The subject's ability to discrimirnatte betw#een the sequence
frequency patterns was evaluated with a -,.ire/dlfferent task. On
each trial, subjects were presented with .t pair of anequerdcs a&nd
reported whether the frequency pattern In the two sequences was
the same or different. On approximately half of the trials, the
two sequences had different frequency pati.ern.s; on Approxirnately
half of the trials, they had the same frequency sequence.
Subjects were instructed to Igiiore any variations in the temporal
envelope of the sequences, such as jitter in the tone onsets,
durations, or inter-tone gaps..

An important aspect of the experimtenit. l par.ad igm was the
manner In which the t et|pora 1 , nv-] ,-p, , vf I ht : e , ce w-rte
varied. In one condition, the correlated condition, the temporal
envelopes were varied across trials but were identical within
trials, e.g. the pair of sequences within a trial had identical
temporal envelopes. In a second condition, the uncorrelated
condition, the temporal envelopes were varied both across and
within experimental t.rlIls. Tiou,, in thl. iinory(rrb.-Ited condition,
the pair of tone --equences within a trial I .,i di. t rent temporal
patterns.

L

1-1(j 1. F anriples oft he pairol equcc . ,t escit on ri of ry...v! tnlll I
1he. firstl |. i %C", 'UC:l.t.es ha ,ls' t 'xnt patte rns Iq high- ,nd ]Ini, -trcquenc ,

tnov " hut Iie iame pateti ii ofn nrertone gaps. T e ,L id r I ir of ,equcnces

h, thr same frcninuenc paltern hut (ifefren rir, rul pitirins

These cond 0.1.',s are ilu:,1 t.ited in 1 L" u r 1, wh ich shows
,orfie of the tonal fiequence: po:':,hi' e on t. riaIs of a typical

exper iment. These tonal sequence:; were compo.sed of tones of one
of two frequencies: a high (11) frequency, or a low (L) frequertc-y.
In the first example the frequency sequences are dI ft erent,
therefore the correct response is "different". This example
illustrates the correlated condition, In which the two sequences
have identical temporal envelopes. The second example
illustrates a pair of sequences in the uncorrelated condition.
The frequency pattern of these two sequences is the same, but the
temporal envelopes are different.; the correct response is now
"s ame"

Suppose that. the observer has available a memory trace uf
each Input sequence, and that this trace is a clos-

2



representation of the acoustic input. In the correlated
condition, the memory trace ot the two sequences can be compared
directly, since any difference between the traces -If the two
sequences will be due to difterenct.s iii thtir respvctive
frequency patterns. This assume:; that. th,_- trace will not be
degraded during the time interv] it must, be held prior to the
comparison operation. It the unitorr, lated -ondition the two
input sequences do not have the same temporal envelope, and a
direct comparison of the two memory traces is not appropriate.
In the uncorrelated condition, a direct :ompari.ori of the traces
of the two inputs may confound differences in the frequency
patterns of the sequences with differences in their temporal
envelopes. In the uncorrelated condition, it will he necessary
for the observer to first trans-form or encode; the input
sequences, in order to remove those aspect, of the sequences that
are due to differences In the temporal erivtelopes.

2. SEQUENCE DISCRIMINATION THFORY

Tanner (1961) proposed a generat I rariewwork f,,i ,:itf:grizinq
the memory requirements of a varlety i)f i;niyle and two-int,:rv. i
psychophysical tasks; thi.i; frarework htt,; !)e,n extended arLJ
quantified by a number of workers including Sorkin (19G2) in a
study of the same/different task, and Macmillan, Kaplan, and
Creelman (1977) in a study of categorica l percept ion. Tanrr 's
model included a short-term decaying rnmcrry for thfe .-cou:it.ic
input to the syst,,m plus vat! ouS interference and long- term
memory factors. The trace decay componeit of the Tanner model
was extended by Kinchla and Smyzer (19(;?) and later incorporated
as the trace component of tht, trace Oettext model do\,elopei by
Durlach and his colleagues (e.g. Duriach .nd Bralda, 191,9;
Berliner arid Durla,'u, 1973). In Sorkin (19,34), we protpo:s.d that
the Durlach and Braida dual mode model could be extended tu the
sequence discrimination task.

According t:o the Dur ach -hr Ida mod, 1, tF S ubJect can empI loy
two different process-ing modes in . discri-iriation task: --A trace
mode and a context mode. In the trace mode, the comparision
operation is performed on Internal memory traces of the Input
signals. The trace is a direct representation of the acoustic
input, e.g. a precategorical replica, and the trace decays or
accumulates nolse over time. Thus, pertorimance In the trace
mode will deteriorate as the time Interval between the two inputs
to be discriminated is increased. In the context mode, each
input is first categorized into one of a defined set of codes.
The comparison operation is thern performed on these encoded
representations. Once encoded, the internal data are not subject
to degradation over time. However, there is a context noise
present which Is a function of the ditficulty of the encoding
process. Task variables such as the stimulus range are assumed
to increase this context nuise, Performance In a given task
will usually involve trade (ts in the interniAl nolse associated
with each mode of operationt.

These cons-i.detiation-b ae 1 -cor poi at ed i nto_) the D ot la .:4h,_l



Braida model in the fullowin,_i .t:

2 --22 -1 1/2
d'=c /[ + , ) 

1 s c I.

where ci is a con:tant associated with th,, m .Ui di.itan,:e between
stimuli and,

2 2 2

5 c t

sensory, context, and ti e a t.-pspc.A - , of (t, t,:,k , I.. , i v- ty.
The sensory var lance te rmin retc I, to the no i :;, rum lnterr,.a l
bources other than thospe a-suciated with, ( >- ,,iJI cj aird tAorillk thut
sequence information. It can he seen from an examnination of
equation 1 that the trace and context variances will operate
together in determining which process, ur whether either
process, will have an effect on performarne. For example, IL the
variance associated with one process Is much bmaller than the
variance associated with the other procesz-, the proce -s with the
smaller variance will have the dominant effect on performance.

In the sequence d scx I natIon . k : ,f th r,. _,.rt -.t111y,
we assume that t.h- sensory v.3e).r.c, I V1 Vry sm-all relatlve to the
context and trace variances; therefore we shall ignore this term
in the remainder of our analysis. The relative size of the trace
and context variance component., will depend on tie magnitude and
type of variability present in the sequence temporal envelopes.
In general, we would expect that the magnitude of the trace
variance would be high in the uncorrelated condition relative to
the correlated condition, and therefore context mode processirg
would be dominant In the uncorre]i ated con]ition.

We assume that the variance of the t race component will
Increase with th, presetnce of any differences between the two
traces that are irrelevant to the frequency discrimination task.
These differences may be produced by two main factors: (a) the
time period dur ing which the trace of the first .equence must, be
held in order to make a comparison with the trace of the second
sequence, and (b) dlfference:i bwtweeri th equerce trac:;, such
as caused by temporal variability, that are irrelevant to the
discrimination task. These varlables art !iummariz ed in the
following equation:

2
f - c2  [ISI 4 rd i (r-l)y] + c 3  (1 - r) (2)
t

In the equation, c 2 and c 3 are constants which apply to the(
storage time and temporal variability components, respectively.
Tile first term specifies the mean duration of the initerval from
the beginning of one stimulus sequence to the beginnlnq of the
second sequence; IST is the ittr-sequence-interval, n is the



number of tones In each sequence, d is the average duration of
each tone, and g Is the average duration of the gapL betwee, the
tones. The magnitude of the second term oepe-n. ,n some measure
of the correlation, r, between the temp,,ral ive.];pe. of the two
sequences.

In the correlated conditions, r is approxilidtely urlity; in
the uncorrelated conditions, r is a function of the variability
of the temporal gap betw(-vj .- z:. , 1 ', I)he v 1,r 1 1i1 1 t Y of tlt-
tone duration, d, and the task parameterx n, d-, jind g. iecause
we do not have a closed--form expression for the correlation of
the sequence temporal envelopes as a fuinct ion of 6 -, 6], g, n,
and d, we use the expression " ( -u/g)2 ._j . .iprx u1 ,tion to
the righthand term of equation 2, In tL,'- iincorrelatecd condition.
This assumption yields the t-11 ow]ng e xpr -:;L;1onL for pcriorr,,tice
in the sequence tasks:

Performance in the uncorrelated condition,

d' (unc)=

-2 2 -1 1/2
c { , + Cc (ISI + nd + (n-.)g) - c ( - /q ) ] 3 (a)

1 c 2 3 g

and performance In the correlated condition,

--2 .-1 1 '?
d'(cor) = c 1 4 Cc (ISI + n 4 (n I )g) }311

1 2

The context varlance I. ;.mured to (1( pCid on th compIex I ty
of the encoding operation tequired. Th,.s, the context varlance
is assumed to Incred.-;e with 1ihe ru, mbor of iI Ifervnt fr equeriy
patterns that are pot:sible during a block of trials of the
sequence experlimnt. This if- I ::light dt-parture front the
approach taken by Durlach and Braida (1969) in which they assumed
that the context variance is a t,4nction (-I the total range of the
stimulus set. Task factors which do not increase the encodln4
requirement should not affect th- context variance. Thus, we
assume that the context variance will not b i tunction of
variability in parameters related to the ;Uquence temporal
envelope, such as '-, and -,I. Of course, one could argue that
increasing the number of possible Input.;, such a,5 by adding
temporal var Iab .11ity, will Incrc. AL't, the dificulty of the
encoding operation, and hence will increase context variance.
Our preliminary assumption Is that these factor.s will have a much
qreater Influence on the trace comparI. on proces.s than ot the
context encoding process.

3. SEQUENCE DISCRIMINATION EXPERIMENTS



3.1 General Method

We conducted exper iruernta 1 tett t c t 1 tpt. of
sequence d iscri Iminati on ptr form.anico ec ~t by t. hel mlodta
Table I summarizes the conditions and variables in n)ur
experiments. The major focus in these experiinint was oni Litt
different pattern of performance in) the currelited arid
uncorrelated conditions. In experinient6 1, 2a, ind 3a, the
Independent variable was the magnitude oi the variability of the
Inter-tone gaps. These three experlimients provide a picture of
how performance depends on gap variability i, thle correlated arid
uncorrelated conditions. in expt.-rimient 2b, the lndtperndcnt1i
variable was the mean gap between tones. This experimient allows
performance In the correlated and uncorrelated conditions to be
compared at different gap intervals and te cons:tant. gap
var lability. III exper linents *2c anld 31), thle 1indepenIdent varilable:;
were tne number of tones in each sequence and the length of tile
intcr-sequence Interval. Thie~e experiments evaluate how
pertortiance in the correlated aiid uncorreflated ccoiditions changesi
as the number ot tones anid intter -sequence -- nterv. I :ire increased.

These experiimerits emiployed different rfOceduri-S icr
qjeietatiny the set of frequency patterns andi for genieratiny the
frequency patternis on "'differcent" trials. The procedures were
Jeveloped over a period of time using ditferent groups of
observers. The miajor procedur~i1 di fference:-, between t.xper irients
1 anid 2 and exper iment 3 wcr,- (a) an increajtc ini the coumplexity
and itumber of t:il requery pattern_- orid (h) tile addition of
var iabil1ity Ito the tone dura. ion::.. Thle mot ivat ion for increaisinq
the complex ity - the sequcrict, patternsL in experiment 3 was to
rnu.ke It niore d ftilcult for chtservt-i s to lou n th_- oct ot pattert.
used . T n our ra r y exper i ioont we ~ had obcser ved t hat the
dependence of per Iormance oil I ( in thFe 'cur rt' lated cutid I t ioni
tended to be ati enoiated with '-xtenslve practice on tile task. We
believed that extensive practice with a :small siet ot patterns6
could result in int conitext cod iriq process bo:.:oini nc.1 dominant inr
tIlat cu)Inl It 'Iin. Var i i II t y i i i t(.- L.ton do Wri iL i wI 11iddeS ( d In(

n)r de to t e.-t Lhue effect o t !3yirh ron izi1nq the. tone onsets onl t he
va r a b ill1 t y ia n i pu la t ion . Tlie:le chanqet3 resLulted I a lar -4P
i ncrease in the di f ficulty oi Lhe discr iminat! on task . in orde r
t:, bring observer performanicc Into thu same raingit .At5 tile Other
experiments, it was necess3ary to change- the rule for generating
patterns on "different" tria--ls. The specif ic procedures ~eltln
to each experiment are described further below.

Three tgroupzs of subjectts Aoss~go thrcte Jubjecto per
yroup participate-d in the cxpcr imemts . Thust, oneo qroup of
s~ubjects served in) exper iment, 1; a second group of ),ubjeci_.3
served In exper iments 2a, b, anid c; arid & lthird yyoup :3erved inl
experiments 3a a-nd b. The subjects,. were undvrgraduate students
puld ant hourly raLe plus a tractionial incentive bonus.- for correct
responses. All had normal hearing and extensive experience with
psychoacoustic tasks. They performed the tat,k for approximately
two hours per day, three days pe-r week. Subject:; were seated lII
a double-walled Inidustrial Acoustics, chamber. striull were



presented to the subject's right ear over TDH-39 headphones. All
signals were presented at 71 dB SPL.

TABLE I. Summary of variables and condition. for the seq u dicSLriimn.tion eperimelit Licicx periment f . 2,3) ermiloyed a ditf'srent group of three

subjects. (Frequencies are in Hertz, durations in milliseconds.)

Difference Number Ionc durati d: Interione gap (g)

rule of Number of l'iersal . .... . .

Expt. (see text) Frequencies patterns Conihtiions tones () (ISI ,n.,an s d mean v d.

I two adjacent 669.1621 54 correlated. 8 11X i W5 0 100 vanabe
tones transposed uncorrelated 20,40,60,80

2a new pattern 669,1621 16 correlated. 8 500 3U (1 50 variable

chosen from uncorrelated 10.20.40
basic set of 16

2b new pattern 669.1621 96 correlated, 12 5X) 305 0 variable 40

chosen from uncorrelated 5). IIY.

basic set of I t 150.2W

2c new pattern 669.1621 ranable correlated. %ariable 5(J) 0.5 0 s0 44)

chosen from 16,96,576 uncorrelated 8.12,16
basic set of 16

3a 3 random 500.909 2520 correlated, 8 500 40.0 12.25 50 variable
tones changed 1667.2857 uncorrelated, 5.10,20,30.40

synchronized

3b 3 random 500.909, 2520 corte lctid. 8 anabhv 40.0 12.25 50 30
tones changed 1"e7.2857 uncorrelaled. 5W1. 1 500.3X)O

s) roch r ,n iii

The experimental task was a same/different task: subjects
were presented with a pair of tonal sequences and had to
determine if the frequency pattern in the two sequences was the
same or different. Subjects answered via a set of two
(same/different) pushbuttons. Subjects were instructed to ignore
variations in the temporal structure of the sequences, such as
jitter in the tone onsets, durations, or Inter-tone gaps.
Feedback about the correct response on each trial was provided to
the subjects. All tone bursts were sinusoidal segments. Ton, es
were synthesized via 12 bit (experiment 3) or 13 bit (experiment
1 and 2) digital to analog converters at a sampling rate of 20
KHz and low-pass filtered at 5KHz. A symmetric 2 ms linear
envelope was used as a gating function. Temporal variability was
implemented by a subroutine that added positive or negative time
increments to the inter-tone gaps according to a Gaussian
approximation. The maximum size of an increment or decrement was
2.5 times the gap standard deviation; negative gaps were not
allowed.

Subjects were trained on each of the types of temporal
matching conditions until consistent performance was obtained.
Daily testing sessions consisted of from 5 to 7 blocks of 100
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trials. The experimental con-ditior-i wele fixcd within ech
block; only one temporal matching condition or mean gap duration
was run In a given session1. Thu yap -,t.ridard deviation was
changed randomly from block to block within each session.

3.2 Experiment 1

3.2.1 Procedure

The eight tone binary sequences were constructed by sampling
from tone frequencies of 669 and 1621 Hz. The first sequence on
a trial was created by sampling from a set of 54 different binary
patterns. These 54 sequences were formed by starting with the set
of all sequences of 8 tones which contain equal numbers of high
and low tones, and then arbitrarily deleting all sequences which
had regular appearing patterns, such as HLHLHLHL. On sarme
trials, the second sequence generated was the same pattern as the
first. On different trials, two adjacent (difterent frequency)
tones In the sequence were tran:ipo ed In positlon. Neither the
first pair or the last pair of tones In the sequence were subject
to this manipulation. Figure 1 illustrates some sample
sequence pairs on typical trials of experiment 1. Subjects were
run on at least 300 trials per condition.

3.2.2 Results

The average performance of the three subjects as a function
of the gap standard deviation i shown In figure 2. The data
from individual subjects had es, entially the same form as that
shown in the figure. The standard error of data points from
individual subjects was typically 0.15 or less. Performance in
the correlated condition was independent of the jitter magnitude.
Performance in the urncorrelated condition, however, dropped well
over one d' unit as the gap st.indard dviatlon Increased.

O
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3.3 Experiment 2

3.3.1 Procedure

Experiment 2 was similar to experiment ], except in the
manner of choosing the frequency patterns .jand in) the employment
of a new group of three subjects. Thu! sequences were again
binary tonal sequences of frequencies 669 and 1C21 Hz, with an
equal number of high (H) and low (L) tone,-. On each trial the
first tonal sequence was selected randomly from a previously
defined set of 16 different -sequence patterns composed of 8 tones
each. On same trials, the first sequence was presented twice
during the trial. On different trials, a second sequence was
sampled from the set. Tonal sequences composed of 12 or 16 tories
were created by adding a four tone prefix or a four tone prefix
plus a four tone suffix to the basic 8 tone set. These four tone
additions were random sequences subject to the equal H and L
constraint.

In experiment 2a, performance in the uncorrelated condition
was evaluated at a mean gap duration of 50 ms and gap standard
deviations of 10, 20, and 40 ins; performance in the correlated
condition was assessed only at a gap standard deviation of 40 ins.
In experiment 2b, performance was evaluated in the correlated and
uncorrelated conditions at a fixed gap standard deviation of 40
ins, and at mean gap durations of 50, 100, 150, and 200 ms. In
experiment 2c, performance was evaluated in the correlated and
uncorrelated conditions at a inea, gap duration of 50 ms and a gap
standard deviation of 40 ms, for sequence: composed of 8, 12, and
16 tones. SubJects ran 300 tiialn, per condition of experiment
2a, and 201) trials in each condition (At, , -:per inetits 2b and 2c.

3.3.2 Results

Figure 3 illustrates the averaged results of experiment 2a.
The pattern of results was consistent with that of experiment 1
shown in figure 2; the standard error of individual subject data
points was less than 0.2. Figur,_- 4 is a plot of the average
performance of the three subjectis in exper nent 2b. Per forrmance
is plotted as a tunct tori of thte mean gap duration, q, at a gap
standard deviation of 40 ins. Pertormance of the individual
subjects was similar to the .Aver .iqed dat.-A shown. Performiiance in
the correlated condition decreased with Increases in mean gap
duration. Performance in the uncorrelated condition was quite
poor at short gap durations. A-; the mean gap duration iricurease(d,
performance in the correlated and uticorrei.ted conditions
converged. Figure 5 illustrates the results of experiment 2c;
this shows the effect of the number of to:es In each sequence on
performance in the two temporal correlation conditions.
Performance in both conditions dropped as it increased from 8 to
16; the largest drop occurred In the correlated condition.

4b.. 
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3.4 Experiment 3

3.4.1 Procedure

In experiment 3a an additional temporal condition, the
synchronized condition, was added to the correlated and
uncorrelated conditions of experiment I and 2. In order to make
the context coding component of the task more demanding, the
number of possible frequencies was increased from 2 to 4, and the
number of different patterns (on same trials) from 16 to 2520.
Figure 6 illustrates some tonal sequences possible on
experimental trials from the three types of temporal variability
conditions.

* _ :4

in the correlated condition c) shown In fiqurt. 6, tl,
pattern of tone onsets, durations, and Inter tone gaps is
identical In the two sequence:i. Note that for this particular
pair of sequences the frequency pattern Ii different In the two
sequences, so that the correct response Is "different". The
second pair of sequences illustrates the uncorrelated condition
(U). Here the tone onsets, durations, and gaps are uncorrelated
between the two sequences. The frequency pattern is identical on
the trial shown, hence the correct response is "same". The last
pair oi sequences illustrates the synchronized condition (S). In
this condition the tone onset ; ire Identical In the two
sequences, but the durations in(] gaps are varit.d. Ir this
particular pair .f sequences the frequ,:ncy pattern is identical,
so the correct response is "same"

Tile tonal se.quen¢es were cm-,posed of eight tunres; each tone
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was selected from a bet of £out frequeticleb: Sco0, 9(9, 1661, .and
2857 Hz. The frequency pattern of the first sequence of each
trial was randomly determined but 5uAbject to the cunstraint that
each frequency appeared twice. on differrit trlals, three of the
tone positions of the sequence were randomly selected to be
changed from their original frequency to one of the three
remaining frequencies. The first and last tone position were
excluded from this selection.

Manipulation of the temporal characteristics of the two
sequences was accomplished in a manner different from the
previous experiments. The tone durations were randomly selected
from a set of five durations (20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 ms) having a
mean duration of 40 ms and a standard deviation of 12.25 ms. In
Experiment 3a., same/different performance was evaluated in the
same manner as in the previous experiments at a mean gap duration
of 50 ms and at gap standard deviations of 5, 10, 20, 30, or 40
ituJ (omitting the 5 ms correlited condition). in experiment 3b.,
performance was assessed at a mean gap, dur.at lon of 50 Ms, dt a
gap standard deviation of 30 mis, and at Inter-sequence-intervals
(ISIs) of 500, 1500, and 3000 ms, using a rating response Instead
of the two-response same/different task.

3C 40 2 " l

1 16 %,,irigc 1'erfiii ma.nce (phild pltItSP a as t i omi of the gap start. 1-16 8 ~r~Lpr~rPkI- ilv iil.Pi'i ItcIiio ciIc'~i. id J t ad cvnditi i, ((m ... IU expcr pilitn t 3., Ko I1es. HIIII gr qtu cCe m11 aI (1!) S lJ 'tn conditi n (C S. ) III ep p'ilmri 3l 1 $S tOn'.
I'..Itlt5CLLhI~( t~e 0s ) Solid lInes are tkrcoroticaIlig ean 1rap SO m%, paip standard dev-iatin 10) w,~ P Soid~ lute, .,re
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3.4.2 Results

The average performance of three subjects In experiment 3a
Is illustrated In Figure 7, which shows the effect of gap
variability on the discriminability of the stimulus sequences in
the three conditions run, at a mean gap of 50 ms. Individual
subject data was based on at least 200 tridls per point. The
standard error of Individual data points was lt.ss than 0.2.
Performance in the correlated condition wa5 essentially
Independent of gap variability. Performance In the synchronized
condition improved slightly at high jap variabilities.
Performance In the uncorrelated condition dropped approximately 1
d' unit and then leveled off.

The results of Experiment 3b are shown in Figure 8, which is
a plot of performance at a gap standard deviation of 30 ms, as a
function of the inter-sequence-interval. Performance in the
correlated and synchronized conditions decreased with increased
ISI. Performance in the uncorrelated condition was independent
of ISI.

3.5 Estimation of Model Parameters

In order to evaluate the relationship between the model
predictions and the data, equations 3a and 3b were simplified as
follows:

d'(unc) =

{ A + I B(ISI + nd f (n-1)9) + C(, g/g) 2  1 1 11/2  (4a)

and

d'(cor) = I A + [ B(ISI + nd + (n-l)g)] - I  }3/2 (4b)

where A, B, and C are constant, which incorporate the model
parameters:

2 2 2 2
A = c B c / c and C = c / c

1 c 2 1 3 1

Equation 4a was fit separately to the data uf experiments 1, 2a,
and 3a, using the Gauss-Newton method. We assumed that at a gap
standard deviation of zero, performance in the uncorrelated
condition was equal to average performance In the correlated
condition. Thus, the three parameters were fit to 5, 4, and 6
data points in experiments 1, 2a and 3a, respectively. Table II
summarizes the ,-irameter values computed by this procedure.

The theoretical curves generated with these parameters are
shown In figures 2, 3, and 7. The parameter values derived from
the data of experiment 2a were then used to generate the
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theoretical curveb shown in figuie5 4 arid 5, arid in lmtilar
fashion the parameter values derived from experiment 3a were used

to generate the theoretical curves shown In figure 8. The

theoretical curve for the uncorrelated condition In figure 5

actually decreases slightly as a function of n, as does the
theoretical curve for the uncorrelated condition shown in figure
8.

Table II. Parameter Values for Simplified Model (Equations 4a,b)

Experiment Parameter

A B C

1 1.155 0.000071 0.618

2a 1.069 0.000131 5.930

3a 0.724 0.000155 34.05

Table III. Model Parameter Values (assume c 2 = 0.001)

Experiment Parameter

2

c 1 3

1 12.19 3.75 8.70

2a 7.14 2.76 45.27

3a 8.91 2.54 219.69

Because the parameter c 2 describes a general property of the

trace decay process, we expected it to be constant over the
different experiments. Assuming a particular value for c 2

enables calculation of the remaining parameter values for
purposes of comparison. Table III summarizes the model
parameters which result from the assumption that c 2 is equal to
0.001 in experiments 1, 2a, and 3a. It is apparent that the
computed value of the context coding varjance, L'c, was highest
in experiment 1, although the values do not differ greatly over
the three experiments. Because the size and nature of the
pattern set varied across the three experiments (see Table I),

CIc should not have been constant across experiments 1, 2a, and 3a.
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However, the largest value of c was obtained in experiment 1,
contrary to our expectation that the size of the pattern set

would be the main determinant of context coding variance. It
may be easier for an observer to encode patterns from the larger,
four-frequency, pattern set of experiment 3a than from the
smaller, two-frequency, set of experiment 1. It is also evident

from Table III that the values of parameter c I were approximately

equal in experiments 1, 2a, and 3a.

Finally, it is clear from Table III that the value of c 3

varied widely across the three experiments. we used the
expression c 3[V /g]

2 as an estimate of the effect of the envelope
correlation on ?he trace variance, and ignored the influence of
other variables such as tone duration and number of tones. The
large variation in the obtained values of c 3 indicates that the
c3lcrg/g] 2 expression provides an inaccurate estimate of the
effect of envelope variability.

In order to improve our estimate of this varlance component,
we examined the magnitude of the correlation between the temporal
envelopes of sequences in our experimental conditions, using
computations made on data files of the actual stimulus sequences.
This correlation was equal to unity in the correlated conditions
of all experiments. In the synchronized condition of experiment
3a, the envelope correlation was essentially constant at a value
of 0.7, for all values of t'q. In the uncorrelated conditions of

experiments la and 2a, the envelope correlation was initially
equal to unity (at 1- = 0 ) and then dropped rapidly to a value
of 0.1 at a gap variability of 20 ms. In the uncorrelated
condition of experiment 3a, the presence of additional
variability in the tone durations caused the initial
correlation (at 1 = 0) to be approximately 0.16. The
correlation then fell to less than 0.1 at a gap variability of
5 ms. We attempted to fit equation 3a to the data of
experiments 1, 2a, and 3a, using an approximation to the envelope
correlation function in place of [ r /g] 2 ]. This procedure
resulted in relatively poor fits to ?he data because of the
flatness of the function relating envelope correlation to gap
variability.

3.6 DISCUSSION

The experimental results provided qualitative support for

the main assumptions of the discrimination model. In particular,
the results are consistent with the Idea that trace mode
processing is dominant in the correlated conditions. Performance
was independent of gap variability in the correlated condition,

but decreased rapidly with gap variability in the uncorrelated
condition (Figures 2, 3, and 7). It follows from an assumption
of trace mode processing that performance 5hould decrease with
Increases in the time interval that the trace must be held in
storage, such as the time between the onset of the first sequence
and the onset of the second sequence. That prediction was
confirmed in experiment 3b (figure 8) which showed that
performance in the correlated condition decreased as a function
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of the inter-sequence-Interval. Performance In the uncorrelated
condition dropped very little as the inter-sequence-interval

increased. The prediction was al.o confirmed In experiment 2b by
the drop in correlated condition performance when the average

duration of the gap interval was increased. Inuteasing the gap
duration from 50 ms to 200 ms caused an increase in the required
storage period of 1650 ms (11 x 150) and resulted in d drop in
performance of about 1 d' unit. Performance in the uncorrelated
condition increased during this manipulation.

Performance was consistently lower in the uncorrelated
conditions, and decreased with the addition of temporal
variability to the sequence envelopes, as shown in figures 2, 3,
7 and 8. We attribute these decreases to increased noise in the
trace process produced by the presence of variability in the
sequence traces in the uncorrelated condition. As the magnitude
of the sequence variability increases in the uncorrelated
condition, the variance of the trace process increases rapidly,
and eventually context mode processing dominates. At that point,
task variables which affect the context variance, such as the
number of possible different patterns, influence performance.

Performance in both the correlated and uncorrelated
conditions of experiment 2c decreased with Increases In the
number of tonal elements as shown in figure 5. The largest drop
was observed in the correlated condition. The small drop in
performance in the uncorrelated condition may not be surpri.sing
since one would expect that context coding variance would
increase relatively slowly, perhaps as a logarithmic function of
the number of tonal patterns. Part of the drop In performance for
the correlated condition is attributable to the inctease lIn the
total storage period that is produced by increasing n (adding one
tone increases the total storage time by 80.5 its, the duration of
one tone plus one gap). The very large performance decrease in
the 16 tone case may be due to other factcors such as an upper
limit on the length or duration of the trace.

An interesting result concerns performance in the
synchronized condition of experiment 3. Performance in this

condition resembles that of the correlated condition in several
respects: it does not decrease with increasing temporal
variability (figure 7) and it decreases with increases in the
magnitude of the Inter-sequence-interval (figure 8). The former
result Is consistent with our calculation of a constant
correlation of approximately 0.7 between the temporal envelopes
of the synchronized sequences of experiment 3. Lower performance
in the synchronized condition than in the correlated condition is
consistent with the idea that there is additional trace variance
due to the temporal variability of the sequences.

4. SEQUENCE COMPARISON ALGORITHMS

The effects of gap variance and correlation described in the
preceding sections of this report are entirely consistent with
the extension of the two-process model. However, we were
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interested in pursuing several additional question, . about the
processing mechanisms involved in performance of the sequence
comparison task. The first question concerned the specific
mechanism underlying the comparison operation. A a preliminary
approach to this problem we evaluated some specific sequence
comparison algorithms in the context of this experimental task.
An important aspect of this approach is that it is not necessary
to make assumptions about observer processing strategy or memory
mode for particular conditions; a comparison algorithm is
postulated and then applied without modification to all the
experimental conditions. If successful, the postulated
comparator would exhibit the observed sensitivity to the
temporal coherence of the stimulus sequences, as well as to other
aspects of the sequence context.

consider the general problem of sequence comparison: A
sequence, a, is a series of elements, al, a2 , ..., a,, where the
elements al are drawn from some defined alphabet. one wishes to
compute a measure of the difietence or simildrlty between
sequence a and b. Traditional methods for comparing sequences
include Euclidean distance metrics, the Hamming distance measure,
a:.d others.

These traditional measures sum the results of all
comparisons between element pairs, al and bi . In the case of
tone burst sequences, this measure would be a function of the
frequency difference between the tone,;. For the Euclidean
distance measure the difference, dab, between sequence a and b
is given by:

dab (d bi)]j /2

i=I

For the Hamming distance measure,

n
dab = id where di 0 If ajibi

i~l di-l if ibi

Both these measures sum tht result-, of comparisons made on
corresponding elements in each zbeqUence. When the sequences are
composed of different numbers of elements, or when there is no
correspondence between the elements of each sequence, more
sophisticated measures are needed. Tht: requirfrment for comparing
sequences in which there are riIn corresponding elements is a
problem common to many sequence comparison situations. For
example, a deleted or added element may upset the normal
correspondence between aj and bi at position I In the sequeiice.
Distortions in the time periods between the iequ nce elements or
in the duration of the element.s. also may ,,cur. These are the
sort of sequence transformation:; to be expe(! ,i in nalt.ural
stimuli such as speech. We would expect that the human pattern
processing mechanism would be able to handle these types of
distortions and transformations without unduie difficulty. Many
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app 1icat ions of seq,.ence compar I on a gr Ithn ( I clud i11 speec.h)
are described in a book edited by Sankoff and Kruskal (1983).

4.1 weighted Average Algorlthm

An example of a more comuplex distance measure is one derived
from the weighted average of comparisons made between all pairs
of elements, aj,bj, in each sequence. Element pairs that are
offset by a large difference in their respective position receive
a smaller weight in the comparison measure. The weighted average
measure which we employed is based on one used by Bradley and
Bradley (1983) in a study of sequence comparison techniques
applied to the study of bird songs. Bradley and Bradley compared
two different types of sequence comparison algorithms: a weighted
average algorithm and an optimal matching algorithm. We used
modified versions of those algorithms as candidate comparator-
mechanisms for our tonal sequence task with human subjects.

The weighted average altorlthm employed by Bradley and
Bradley uses the average of all Inter-element distances for all
pairs, i,J, of elements from the two sequences. Measures on the
distance between each pair of elements are weighted by the
function, Wjj, which is a linear function of the distance between
positions I and j. Their algorithm is defined as follows:

ab m n mn ab
M = max[( " W D

il j=1 ij iJ

1 1 n mm aa M n. nn bb
W D )+( W D )}, 0

2 k-1 -l 1 kj ki k-I J-.l ky kj

where:

ab
M is the distance from a to b

ab
D is the distance function on element I,j
ij

m,n art the number of elements in a and b

mn
W Is the weighting fur element pair at
ii position ij

innl 1 -1 J- i

and W = k(l-I--------------I)
in I-I n-I

m n mn
with k chosen so < w .

i=1 J7-:3 ij
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The weighted average algorithm we employed was the same as

the Bradley and Bradley procedure except that we allowed the
computation of negative distances between sequences, and we
employed a modified weighting function. It the span between
element position i and J exceeded a constant (about 20% of the
sequence duration), the weight wai set equal to zero. If the
span was less than or equal to that const.ant., a unit weight was
applied. The distance between elements, Dij, was defined as a
function of the tone frequency. The lowest tone frequency was
assigned the value 1, the next 2, etc. DiJ wa5 then defined as
two times the absolute difference between hose values. If
either, but not both, of the elements was a silent period, Dij
was set equal to unity.

4.2 Optimal Matching Algorithm

The second algorithm employed by Bradley and Braaley was an
optimal matching procedure based on the conct-pt of Lhe
Levenshtein distance metric (Kruskal, 1983). These metrics allow
comparisons of sequences which have suffered inscrtio ,/deletiun
or time compression/expansion transformations. These metrlcs
evaluate the summed total cost of the basic operation:3 needed to
transform one sequence into another. For example, the
substitution of very dissimilar tones would add more cost than
would the substitution of similar tones. The minimum, possible
cost for the entire set of operations then defines the distance
between the sequences. Following Bradley and Bradley (1?b3), the
algorithm for the specific optimal matching metric we used is
recursively defined as follow5:

ab ab
S ; /niax ( m, i1)

where

ab ab ab ab a ab b
S =min [ S + D I S + C S + C
iJ i-hJ i j I l, I i1 j-1 i

ab ab I a ab j b
S 0, S = S. c , S C
00 io k-l k 0j k-1 k

a b
S 1!3 the dlstance froim a to b

ab
D 1.I3 the element. ubstit.ution cost
1j

a
C is the Insertion and deletion cost for
k e lenient k -f sequence a
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and m,n are the lengths of sequence a and b.

A constant value of 1.9 for used for the li-ertion/deletioi
cost of a silent element, and a constant value of 3.6 was used
for the cost of inserting or deleting any tone element. The cost
of substituting an element of tone frequency i for an element of
tone frequency J was set equal to 2.3 times the absolute
difference between the tone numbers (lowest frequency equals tone
number 1, next frequency equals 2, etc., as described for the
weighted average algorithm). (A Pascal routine is available from
the author which implements the optimal matching procedure using
a dynamic-programming technique, rather than explicit recursion.)

4.3 Analysis of Algorithm and Human Performance

Each algorithm was tested on transformed versions of the
stimulus sequences used In the human experiments. The computer
representation of each stimulus sequence was sliced into a
sequence of segments 10 ms In duration. These segments then
became the elements of the sequences subjected to the comparison
algorithms. Both of the algorithms incorporate parameters which
will affect the resulting discrimination performance. No attempt
was made to evaluate a large volume of the parameter performance
space. Values of the parameters were tried until a reasonable
range of performance was obtained for the stimulus sequences
employed in the experiment. The goal was to determine whether
some of the general features of the observed human behavior would
be matched by the algorithm, cather than to compute a fit of the
algorithm to the human data.

The performance of the two algorithms tested Is shown as the
solid and dashed lines In Figure 9; the plotted points were
obtained from human subjects performing a rating task version of
the conditions described in section 1.1. The standard deviation
of the algorithm's responses was different on same and different
trials, preventing use of a direct d' measure. The performance
of the algorithms was evaluated by determining the area under the
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves (based on the
algorithm's trial by trial responses) and then converting to
equivalent yes/no d' values. The performance of both algorithms
was perfect irk the correlated coiidltion, and is not shown. In
the uncorrelated condition, the performance of both algorithms
decreased as a function of gap variability.

Figure 10 shows representative ROC curves (plotted on normal
probability axes) obtained for both algorithms and for two of the
subjects. The slope of the normal probab!.lity ROC functions
depended somewhat on the algorithm employed; slopes generally
were less than 1.0 for the weighted iverage algorithm and
exceeded 1.0 for the warp algorithm. Slopes for the human ROC
curves were consistently near 1.0.
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Figure 9. Average performance a, a function of the gap
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The correlation between human and algorithim performiance was
computed on the trial by trial responses of the human subjects

(ratings) and the algorithms (computed responses). Because the

magnitude of such correlations depends on the level of
performance, the most revealing correlations are on the
conditions having the poorest performance. At the uncorrelated
30 ms or 40 ms conditions, the correlations obtained between
individual subjects and either of the algorithms was generally
less than 0.4. Neither algorithm correlated consistently higher
than the other. Correlations between the algorithms or between
pairs of subjects also were generally less than 0.4. Apparently,
the subjects and the algorithms (for the particular parameter
values chosen) order the similarity of sequence pairs In
idiosyncratic ways.

Both of the algorithms tested produced performaince which was
similar to the profile of human performance over the different
experimental conditions studied. However, note that these
comparison algorithms are not models of human tone pattern
discrimination. To construct such a model, we would need to
postulate internal noise in order to obtain less than perfect
model performance in the correlated condition. A reasonable
assumption would be that this Internal noise would take the form
of uncorrelated temporal Jitter added to the tone onsets. To
estimate the magnitude of this Internal Jitter, we could observe
the performance of the algorithm in low levels of uncorrelated
Jitter. When the performance of the algorithm in the
uncorrelated Jitter matched that of the human in the correlated
Jitter, an estimate of the internal Jitter could be obtained.

This application of se(jucn(.e comparison procedures was nut
intended to serve as a test of whether these specific algorithms
will be good models of ton&I secquence discrimination. Rather,
our analysis demonstrates that such algorithms may be a useful
starting point in modelling how humans process serially defined
stimuli. A number of other computational procedures and
variations of these algorithms could have been tested. For
example, optimal matching procedures can incorporate the costs of
changes in the durations of the tones or in the gaps between the
tones. Algorithms of this type have been developed for the
machine processing of speech. Such algorithms could be evaluated
in tone pattern discrimination or in other tasks involving
stimulus sequences. Other investigators have reported the
effects of specific types of sequence context manipulations on
the salience and discriminablity of subsequences (see Leek,
1987). It would be interesting to see whether the performance of
specific comparison algorithms would resemble the human
observet's sensitivity (or lack of sensitivity) to such
contextual manipulations and to the kinds of transformations
discUssed In tho next section.

our ourrent research plan is to evaluate different sequence
comparison algorithms directly, by use of a rhythm discrimination
paradigm. This procedure reguires the observer to report whether
or not two sequences of tones have the same pattern of durations
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and inter-tone gaps, e.g. the same rhythm of tones. On

"different" trials, the second sequence on each trial has a

temporal Jitter introduced into its inter-tone gaps. Performance
will be evaluated as a function of the magnitude of this added
inter-tone gap jitter; we expect that performance will increase
as a function of this parameter. We will also modify the second
sequence of each trial by uniformly compressing or expanding all
sequence gaps and durations. This manipulation maintains the
rhythm pattern but disturbs the temporal correlation between the
envelopes of the two sequences. Our interest is in defining how
performance, at a given Jitter magnitude, depends on the amount
of compression or expansion. Thus, we hope to use this
experimental paradigm to discriminate between sequence comparison
mechanisms which require correlation-like processes and those,
such as the optimal matching algorithm, which do not.

5. LINEAR TRANSFORMATION OF SEQUENCE PARAMETERS: PROPERTIES OF
THE SENSORY TRACE

An important question in sequence comparison is the
sensitivity of the trace and context mechanisms to particular
types of transformations in the sequences to be compared. The
context mechanism is assumed to be insensitive to the length of
the ISI and to the effects of certain events occurring during the
ISI period. The trace mechanism, on the other hand, is assumed
to be highly sensitive to the duration of the ISI and to certain
other potentially interfering events, such as the occurrence of
similar stimuli during the ISI period. The specific effects of
other types of transformations of the sequences are of
considerable theoretical interest. Linearly scaling the duration
of the initial or final sequence, for example, should have a
different effect on performianuce while in the two modes. Such a
scaling may or may not impose additional processing demands on
either mode.

For example, one interesting question concerns whether
duration compression or expansion will produce decrements in the
trace node which are a function of the ISI. That is, will
duration scaling interact with the increase in trace variance
over time? The answer depends on one's concept of the trace
process. If the trace is a true raw representaion of the Input,
then compressing or expanding the sequence should degrade
performance in a fashion similar to the addition of temporal
jitter to the sequence intervals, and an interaction will result.
If, however, the trace is (effectively) only a partially encoded
representation of the tone bursts and the temporal (rhythmic,
etc.) relationships among the tone bursts, then such
transformations may have a quite different effect. In that case,
the effect of such a transformation would not produce
interactions with ISI, but rather would resemble the effects of
adding temporal Jitter in the context mode: e.g. produce a fixed
decrement, depending on the magnitude of the transformation.
These predictions were subject to experimental test.
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5.1 Duration scaling Expeirfnent

In experiment 4, we modified the manner in which the
durations of the tones and gaps of the second s.equence in a trial
were generated. In the 'normal' duration transformation
condition, the second sequence in a trial was generated without
modification. Trials in this condition were of the same type as
those shown earlier. In the 'expanded' duration transformation
condition, the durations of all tones and gaps in the second
sequence of the trial were multiplied by a factor of 1.4,
producing a sequence 40% longer than it would have been without
the transformation.

Duration transformation was manipulated factorially with
temporal correlation, producing the 'correlated-expanded'
condition, In which the two sequences in a trial had the same
temporal pattern prior to expansion of the second sequence, and
the 'uncorrelated-expanded' condition, in which the temporal
patterns of the two sequences In a trial were different prior to
expansion of the second sequence. Typical trials from each of
these conditions are shown in figure 11.

Figure 11. Examples of pairs of tonal sequences In the expanded
conditions of experiment 4.
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We were interested in whether operation In the trace
mode requires that the two sequences have correlated temporal
envelopes. Another way to put the question Is to ask whether
subjects would treat expansion of the second sequence of a trial
as a difference in the sequence temporal patterns- similar to that
found in the uncorrelated condition-- or if, instead, they would
be able to scale the duration of the sensory-trace of one
sequence to match that of the other. If such a scaling process
were possible, then one would expect to see the same general
pattern of results in the correlated-expanded condition as In the
correlated-normal condition. If such a scaling process were riot
possible, then the pattern of performance in the correlated-
expanded condition should closely resemble that found In the
uncorrelated-normal condition.

The results can be seen in figure 12 and 13. Figure 12
shows performance averaged across subjects for the correlated
conditions. Performance in both the normal and expanded cases
was independent of gap standard deviation, but decreased with
increasing ISI. Figure 13 shows performance in the uncorrelated
conditions. In this condition, performance was independent of
ISI in the conditions involving large differences In sequence
temporal patterns within a trial (i.e. those In which the gap
standard deviation was 40), but decreased with ISI in thise
conditions which did not involve large temporal pattern
differnces (i.e. those in which the gap standard deviation was
10). Note that performance in both the uncorrelated-normal and
uncorrelated-expanded conditions decrease d with increasing gap
standard deviation. The results from the 'normal' duration
transformation conditions replicate the results of experiments 1
through 3, while the results from the 'expanded' conditions
support the duration-scaling hypothesis previously proposed.
While performance in the expanded conditions is poorer than that
in the normal conditions, perhaps due to trace-decay during
duration scaling, the general pattern of results is the same,
leading one to believe that S's were able to compensate for
sequence expansion in these conditions, perhaps by "scaling" the
sensory traces.

Another interesting transformation to be evaluated is that
of frequency. One particular question relates to frequency
transformations of an octave or fess (either up or down).
Because of the octave generalization phenomenon, we would expect
that the trace (or "encoded" trace, If our duration
transformation results are confirmed) would be insensitive to
octave frequency transformations, but possibly not to other
transformations, Depending on the outcome of these experiments,
we will modify tie concept of the trace mechanism in the two-
process discrimilhation model to incorporate the observed results.
Preliminary data from a frequency transformation experiment
Indicated that ubpervers probably cannot scale frequency in theuiun. Way as duration; performance as a function of the
intersequence interval flattens out as the magnitude of the
frequency transformation Is Increased.
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6. PROCESSING INFORMATION FROM TONAL SEQUENCES AND VISUAL
DISPLAYS

Our Interest In the perception of auditory tonal sequences
and in signal detection models of human detection and
discrimination led us to study some problems concerning the
display of information via the auditory or visual modalities.
This section discusses a signal detection theory based-method foi
evaluating visual and auditory displays. The method is used to
study to how a subject acquires Information from a multiple
element display. The method allows assessment of the processing
characteristics associated with individual elements of the
display. Using the method, it is possible to compare the
effectiveness of different display codes and of ditferent
arrangements of display elements. This sumimary concentrates on
the mechanics of the method and summarizes data from some
experiments with visual and auditory displays. This work was
performed in collaboration with Donald E. Robinson and Bruce G.
Berg of Indiana University.

The basic experimental paradigm Is j -ignal detection task
in which the subject must decide whether event A oi event B led
to the displayed data. Either event A arid B occurs randomly on a
trial. The display consists of n display elements; each element
conveys information about the trial event which led to the
displayed data. The displayed elements are generated by a
statistical process whose parameters depend on which event (A or
B) was selected on that trial. For example, consider a display
consisting of the four, two-dlgit, numerical elements:

[ 1.3 3.1 0.2 2.4 I

These two-digit element5 are generated from one of two
normal distributions: distribution "A", having a mean of 1.5 and
a standard deviation of 1.2, arid distribution "B", having a mean
of 2.5 and a standard deviation of 1.2. On an "A" trial, each of
the four display elements is independently generated from the A
distribution. On a "B" trial, each is drawn from the B
distribution. Given the subject's hit and false alarm rates, we
can then compute a measure ot his/her performance with the signal
detection measure, d'. For a display containing only a single
element, d' for an optimal, noiseless, observer would be equal to
the difference between the mean', of the A arid B distributions,
divided by the common standard deviation, that is, d'= 0.83.

It should be evident that the displayed information (the
normal deviates) could be presented to the subject in different
ways; in analog form as in a straight line or square array of
line gauges, or in an auditory display in which the information
is coded by the frequency of tones in a sequence of tones. flow
would an ideal observer perform with a display composed of n
independent display elements? It can be shown the performance of
an ideal observer increases with the square root of the number of
elements in the display. Hence, in the four element case
described above, ideal performance is equal to a d' of 0.83 x 2
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or 1.67.

Naturally, for certain display forruats and display
durations, we would expect that processing limitations would
prevent the human subject's d' from increasing at the same rate
as the ideal observer. And, in some cases, human performance may
level off at some asymptotic level; passed some point, increasing
the number of elements would not result in increased performance.

Figure 14 shows data obtained In auditory experiments
using sequentially presented tones. It is clear that the subject
fails to accumulate information at the Jfn rate. The auditory data
was well fit by a model which incorporated two sources of
internal noise: one associated with the observation of each
element and one with the formation of the decision statistic.

0I I . I ! i I 1 1 I

" 2 .o-0-'

0 I I I I I I I I 1 i I I

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

N
Figure 14. Average performance (d') of four observers to a

frequency-coded sequential auditory stimulus as a
function of the number of tones in the sequence.
Solid line: square-root-of-n prediction. Dashed
line: prediction of a partitioned variance model.
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Figure 15. Average perfoimaice (d') of three observers to a
visual display a! a function of the number of

elements. Solid line: square-root-of-n prediction.

Figure 15 shows performance .averaged across three

subjects in a visual display experiment using digital and analog
(line gauge) display elements arranged in both straight line and
square arrangements. The plotted data were obtained at a display

duration of 255 msec; the solid line is Ideal (1-n) behavior. At
low values of n, the human data are very close to the ideal. At
higher values of n, performance in the square array analog and
numerical conditions reaches asymptotic levels. Data obtained
with the same displays at a duration of 100O msec matched the
ideal functions very closely at all values of n.

The asymptotic nature of the visual display performance, at
high values of n, is consistent with the idea that the subject
cannot obtain full information from all the display positions, at
least in a brief stimulus exposure. An important question, then,
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Is whether the subject obtains full inforf(tation fro'm a .1,all
subset of display elements or parETal information from every
display element. If the subject uses partial Information from
all the elements to make a decision, one might ask whether
information from some display elements weighs more heavily than
from other elements in determining the decision. An analytical
procedure, developed by D. E. Robinson and Bruce Berg of Indiana
University, allows some resolution of these important questions
about subject performance.

The amount of Information that the subject obtains from
different elements of a display will be reflecttd in the
variability of the subject's response that may be attributed to
each display element. Recall that on each trial, the subject
responds "signal A" or "signal 13". Thus, one can compute thu
probability that the subject responds "6" as a function of the
particular values taken by the element at position i In the
display array. Such a plot should generate the cumulative
probability distribution for the "3" response given the value of
element i, as shown in figure 16. Suppose that this function
were flat- one would conclude that the subject's response was
independent of the value of display element I; similarly, if the
function resembled a step function, we could perfectly predict
the response by knowing the element value. The point is that,
under certain assumptions, the variance of this distribution,
e.g. the slope of this cumulative probability function, provides
an estimate of the contribution of element I to the subject's
decision. The lower the variability, the higher the contribution
of that element to the subject's decision.

The next ,3everal figures illustrate the results of an
analysis of this sort applied to the visual and auditory displays
described earlier. Figure 17, from the experiment with a
sequentual auditory display, shows the slope of the element
probability distribution as a function of temporal position. The
parameter on the figure is the total sequence length, n. If each
element 'n the sequence contributed equally to the final
decision, the lines in Figure 17 would be horizontal. Itis
clear that the last tone in a sequence contributes more to the
final decision than do tones in the middle, which contribute less
than those near the beginning of the sequence. The result is
similar to that observed in experiments on the recall of list-, of
verbal materials.
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Figure 16. Probability of. observer's; "yes" response given the

particular magnitude3 (over trials) of the display
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Figure 19. Slope of the Probamility v,3. Element Magnitude
Curves as, a funcjtionj of elemetit spatial [pos-ition In
the Visual display-straight line array of danal
elements. 3
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Figure 21. Slope of the Probability vs,. ;lu.reit qanlt.ude.
curves as a function of element spatial po:i It 101
in the visual display-square array of analog
elements.
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Figures 18, 19, 20, and 21 are 5Imllar plLts of the slopes
of the element probability functions for nine element visual
displays. Figure 18 is average data from four subjectt In a

visual display experiment using nine digital elements arranged in
a straight line. The major contribution to the subjects'
response is from the three elements in the center of the display.
Figure 19 shows the subjects' performance with a 9-element analog
display arranged in a line. Now, it appears that information
from many elements has an influence on the response. Figures 20
and 21 show similar plots of data for 9 element digital and
analog displays arranged in a square spatial pattern. A similar
picture emerges: information Is accrued from most of the elements
in the analog display, but from only a few, centrally located and
spatially adjacent elements in a digital display. (The data from
individual subjects resembled the averaged data very closely.)

This analytical technique may enable useful comparisons to
be made between different types and arrangements of visual and
auditory displays and may provide important information about how
human observers process information from stimulus displays.
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